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ANNUAL MEETING DEBRIEF ANNUAL MEETING DEBRIEF
This year, we held an in-person and a virtual AME20 committee
meeting. Thank you all who attended and participated. We had a
great turnout for both the in-person meeting, given the world
circumstances, and the virtual meeting. During these meetings, we
heard from a number of our paper speakers on their work that they
presented at the Transportation Research Board Meeting. We also
presented two paper awards. Congratulations to these authors!
Thank you for your commitment to the research field of gender
and transportation. Further information on these presentations and
research works can be found on our website here. See continued
debrief on page 2. 
 

PLANNING FOR THE 2024
WIIT CONFERENCE -

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

https://womenandgender.wixsite.com/ame20/trb-2022
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During our virtual committee meeting, Jennifer Dill led a
discussion on the future of TRB in-person-only annual meetings
and what it means for women, caregivers, and others, and how
we can do better. Many people offered their perspectives,
including that the pandemic has simply stressed the
inclusiveness barriers that we have always faced, and it provides
an opportunity for us to think about all types of barriers to
participation to the TRB Annual Meeting. 

ANNUAL MEETING DEBRIEF
By Alyssa Ryan

It was brought up that a robust virtual/hybrid model for TRB in place then it would be possible to record meetings 
for review at other times for those that would like to attend more than one meeting at a time. One person 
suggested that potentially every third or fifth Annual Meeting could be in person, with the rest being virtual to be 
more inclusive, especially given how international our committee is. We saw an increased participation in our 
committee meeting when it was virtual. Other concerns that were brought up by members included that childcare 
is not provided at the TRB Annual Meeting (while other conferences do offer this) and the online options is more 
inclusive for climate reasons, lack of funding reasons, and for some folks that are neurodiverse. Overall, this 
conversation brought up several reasons for us to rethink how we bring together our committee and how we can 
make future Annual Meetings more inclusive for our committee members and friends.

Congratulations to the award winners!

Best Practice-Ready Paper: "Mobility of Care: An Exploratory Analysis in Montréal, Canada"
By Lea Ravensbergen, Juliette Fournier, Ahmed El-Geneidy

Best Up-and-Coming Paper: “Is Travelling to Work Gender Neutral? An Analysis of Women Commuting 
Times in Latin America”
By Desiree Becerra Armada, Laureen Montes Calero, Valeria Bernal

Additionally, the feedback we gained during these meetings was critical for the future building of our Triennial 
Strategic Plan. Thank you for those who provided their input about what AME20 should focus on moving forward. 
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EMERGING RESEARCHER'S SHOWCASE
FEATURING DANIELA SHUMAN

As a young adult in Seattle, Daniela knew her voice as a member of the public was a tool for making the
transportation system around her more equitable. As a computer science student in Boston, Daniela is diving
headfirst into another tool for change: transportation research! Last year, Daniela joined the MIT Urban Mobility Lab
and now studies how the quality and convenience of transit service varies by demographics and socioeconomic
status. She attended TRB for the first time this January to present some of her recent work, titled Journey-Based
Transit Equity Analysis: A Case Study in the Greater Boston Area. This work used ridership surveys and passenger
origin-destination data in the Greater Boston area to highlight the disparities between low-income and high-income
riders in transit convenience, measured by transfers, transfer wait time and travel time per unit difference.

Daniela’s computer science training orients her towards seeing data as a tool for revealing the evolving needs of
people in a city, rather than making planning decisions based on traditional or historical notions of transportation
patterns, such as designing transit service around 9 to 5 full-time commuters. To extend previous work, Daniela is
examining mobility of care trips (travel associated with caring and home related tasks needed for the reproduction
of life, and most frequently performed by women) on public transit. One of her current projects uses Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) trip origin-destination data to demonstrate how trip characteristics
such as origin station, destination station, time of day, trip length and chaining can be used to infer which trips are
for mobility of care.

Daniela’s future research interests are diverse, but social equity is the common thread. Some are motivated by social
issues in her own community; for instance, witnessing crisis-levels of people experiencing homelessness in Seattle
has led her to want to study the links between transit and housing in the future. Other interests have emerged from
being fortunate enough to work in a lab with many international perspectives. Most importantly, Daniela sees
performing research through an intersectional lens as both a challenge and a goal, and in her future work she wants
to examine how the confluence of race, gender, ability, and other identities relate to transportation equity.
Her advice to future transportation researchers? Daniela reflected that reading a lot (some recent highlights:
Invisible Women: Data Bias in a World Designed for Men by Caroline Criado Perez and Happy City: Transforming Our
Lives Through Urban Design by Charles Montgomery) and reaching out to other researchers helped her identify the
research frontier she was most passionate about. And, she reminds us all that there are myriad ways to make a
difference: everyone has the right to participate in advocating for a better transit system!

You can find more information about Daniela by finding her on LinkedIn. 

By Amy Fong

Daniela Shuman (she/her/hers) started riding the bus by herself when she was
nine years old. As a high school student in the Seattle, Washington area, she
reached out to her local transit agency, King County Metro, to advocate for
more transit service. Daniela was frustrated by the disparities in transit quality
for different travelers. Because she used the bus for all sorts of trips, she
started to notice patterns in who used transit for certain trips. High-frequency
transit lines downtown seemed to mostly serve well-heeled professionals; on
the other hand, women with children, and elderly folks were far more common
on transit routes during the day and between neighborhoods outside
downtown.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniela-shuman/
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TRB is tentatively planning to hold the next Women's Issues In Transportation/Women in Gender in 
 Transportation Conference in 2024, likely Fall '24.  The first WIiT Conference was sponsored by the US
Department of Transportation in 1978.  The second conference, sponsored by Drachman Institute of the
University of Arizona and Morgan State University was held nearly 20 years later in 1996. Conferences
have since been held in 2004, 2009, 2014, and 2019. Information on the past conference proceedings can
be found here.  If you're interested in volunteering please reach out to our Communication Coordinator,
Alyssa Ryan at alyssaryan@arizona.edu and they will connect you with the correct point person. 

Planning for the 2024 WIiT Conference 
 Volunteers Needed

TRB webinars provide an opportunity to share and discuss new and ongoing research. Webinars
that address transportation issues from the point of view of different demographic and
geographic perspectives and that include speakers representing diverse demographic groups
and geographic areas are favored. The deadline to submit a webinar for scheduling during May-
August 2022 is March 15. However, even if this timeframe is a bit tight, we can start work now
on a proposal for a future deadline. AME20's webinar coordinator is Vicki DeGuzman. If you
think you'd like to develop a proposal, please reach out to her victoriv@price.usc.edu for more
information about submission requirements, etc.

Are you interested in organizing a TRB
Webinar? Let Us Know! 

AME20 Will Sponsor the Webinar: Assessing the Status of Transportation Equity Work in
California Webinar

Wed, March 9, 2022 
12:00 PM (Pacific) 

RGL 101 & Zoom
Register Here!

Assessing the Status of Transportation Equity
Work in California Webinar

https://womenandgender.wixsite.com/ame20/blank-page
mailto:victoriv@price.usc.edu
https://uscprice.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_0NDFXnk6QuqjUvMct-iZqQ

